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Auto Club Speedway, previously known as California Speedway is a relatively new track 
built in early 1997 and has been the host for many racing series including NASCAR, IRL, 
Motorcycle, Grand-Am, and even JGTC. This D-shaped oval incorporates 11-degree 
banking on the front straight with 14-degree banking in NASCAR Turns 1 and 2. This 
track also has a series of infield road-course combinations with the largest and fastest 
utilizing the oval’s front straight and first two turns before going back down into the 
infield. This 2.88 17-turn "roval" is a common configuration for everything from Grand-
Am to track days. While two opposing camps argue whether the roval is a horsepower 
or handling track, there is no question that the 14-degree banked turns 1 & 2 are 
intimidating; especially for most who have never been on banking before. 
 

 
 
Follow me through a fast lap around ACS: 
 
Turn 1 (NASCAR Turn 1) 
After crossing the start/finish line while on the front straightaway, speeds can reach 
over 170mph before entering NASCAR Turn 1. Many variables determine the ideal line 



 

 

through this corner and through Turn 2. In a low powered car like a Spec Miata it is 
possible to be full throttle through the entire banking while hugging the inside line. In 
this case, traveling a further distance to make a larger radius with a defined apex is not 
necessary. In faster cars it is more important to effectively use the banking with a 
proper line and apex to maximize mid-corner speed and the time on full throttle. 
 
A common mistake I see in drivers on the banking is turning-in too early. While it’s 
more comfortable to stay as far away from the wall as possible, getting down to an 
early apex and hugging the apron through the entire banking pinches off the corner. 
Seconds can easily be found here with a proper line. Hug the wall on the front straight 
until NASCAR Turn 1 actually starts. Turn-in slowly and patiently creep the car 
down to about mid-track. Any attempt to minimize the time spent off-throttle will 
greatly improve mid-cornering speeds. Since lifting all the way off the gas greatly slows 
the car down especially at these speeds, staying at least 
part-throttle yields big time improvements. 
 
Turn 2 (NASCAR Turn 2) 
In the middle of the banking (still staying mid-track), Turn 2 technically starts. At this 
point it is crucial to keep your eyes up and look far into the corner. This will also reduce 
the sensation of speed. From here it should almost be possible to see the end of Turn 2 
where the wall straightens to the back straight. Once you can see this, tighten your 
hands and apex the corner in the middle of Turn 2 while squeezing to full throttle. [Big-
picture: this is ¾ of the way through the entire banking]. Slowly unwind the steering 
wheel and track-out to the wall as Turn 2 ends onto the back straight. 
 
(Note: My in-car footage is not an ideal example since I turned-in too early for Turn 1 
and hugged the apron. Because my RF tire was bottoming out into the fenderwell, an 
earlier turn-in and slower cornering speed minimized this bottoming-out. In Turn 1 and 
the entry of Turn 2, stay higher than my in-car footage and stay closer to mid-track 
until you tighten the wheel to apex Turn 2). 
 
Turn 3 (Transitioning off the banking into the infield) 
Find a reference point to consistently judge your braking. Due to how fast the car is 
traveling before this braking point, a lot of initial brake pressure can be applied to get 
the car slowed down in the shortest distance possible. I often see many drivers not take 
full advantage of their brakes by braking too lightly in the first half of the braking 
zone. A lot of time can be gained by braking later with more initial brake pressure. 
Once the car is slowed down, it is important to trail off the brakes to a late apex. Make 
sure to over-exaggerate the late apex because a better line setting up for the exit of 
Turn 4 is far more important than more cornering speed through Turn 3. Turn 3 is thus 
a "throw-away" corner or a "compromise corner". Do not track-out or place the car 
any further than the middle of the road. It would be better to be left-of-center to have 
a better line and late apex for Turn 4. 
 



 

 

Turn 4 (Exiting down a decent straight) 
Immediately after Turn 3, late apex turn 4 and un-wind the steering as you apply 
throttle. A straighter line from apex to track-out will allow you to put power down much 
more effectively. Many drivers turn-in too early and have the car loaded up heavily all 
the way until track-out and aren’t able to get to full throttle until track-out. A later apex 
will yield time improvements. 
 
Turn 5 (Sweeper) 
Turn 5 is a double-apex left hander very similar in concept and line to Turn 2 at Laguna 
Seca (the "Andretti-Hairpin"). Like Laguna Seca, some choose to make the entire a 
corner a long, late, single-apex by missing the first apex-curbing by a car width or 
more. On the other hand, my preference in line is to double-apex the corner which 
allows you to also brake later. Start on the right side of the road and then brake 
diagonally across the road. Get really close to the first apex while still hard on the 
brakes then trail off the brakes to rotate the car in the middle of the turn. Be sure to 
stay mid-track and not get suckered in to hug the inside too tight. As you approach the 
second apex, unwind the steering wheel as you’re rolling onto full throttle, similarly to 
exiting Turn 4. The exit here is fairly important because it leads on to a good sized 
straight. 
 
Turn 6 & 7 (Chicane) 
This left-right complex is very fast with a bump in the middle that upsets the car in the 
middle of the transition. Turn-in on throttle, this will keep the weight of the car on the 
rear which will improve stability especially during the abrupt transition. I often see 
drivers snap off the gas at turn-in, go back to throttle, lift at the apex, then back to 
throttle. These aggressive movements upset the platform and throw the weight forward 
and back making the platform ‘porpoise’ which is unpredictable and inconsistent. 
Maintaining part throttle will increase mid-corner speeds, lower lap times, and be easier 
to drive. 
 



 

 

Turn 8 (Decreasing-radius hairpin) 
Turn 8 is a decreasing radius hairpin with a very fast entry. Exiting the Turn 6-7 
Chicane, keep the left side of the car loaded up and turn a little more than you think is 
necessary to aim further to the right. This will enable you to straighten the steering 
under braking and will set you up on the left side of the road for a late turn-in for the 
corner itself. Try to brake as straight as possible since the car will slow down much 
more effectively in a straight line rather than trying to turn while braking. There are big 
gains to be had by braking in this way since most people tend to hug the left side of the 
road and struggle to turn and slow the car down at the same time.  
 
After slowing the car down, trail the brakes down to a late apex (notice a repeating 
pattern here?). This hairpin is one of the most important corners on the track because it 
leads onto the second longest straight. It is important to make this straight as long as 
possible by getting to full throttle as soon as possible. Unwind the steering from apex 
to track out while squeezing to full throttle. If you find yourself running out of road on 
the exit, turn-in later and pick up the throttle later. 
 
Turn 9 & 10 (Chicane) 
The Turn 9-10 chicane will vary heavily depending on how the chicane is coned-off. It 
can even vary during a session depending on how many people hit and move the cones 
out of the way. Because of this, the line and difficulty will vary from being fairly straight 
and easily full throttle, to a tighter and more aggressive transition that requires a brief 
lift off the gas. The most important theme here is maximizing exit speed. 
 
Turn 11, 12, 13 & 14 
The entry of Turn 11 requires heavy straight-line braking from over 130mph from the 
track’s second-longest straight. Just like any braking zone, finding an immovable 
reference point is important to judge and test the limits of your braking. As you enter 
Turn 11, carry as much entry speed as possible and trail the brakes down to a late 
apex.  
 
Briefly go back to power before snapping off the gas abruptly to transfer weight to the 
front of the car to improve turn-in for Turn 12. Do not track-out of Turns 12 or 13 any 
further than mid-track. Stay to the left of the road which will position you better to late 
apex Turn 14 and be parallel on the right side of the road. This is crucial for the all 
important Turns 15-17. 
 



 

 

Turn 15, 16 & 17 
Turn 15 is the most important corner on the track since it leads on to the longest 
straightaway. Because of this, the exit is far more important than the entry. There is no 
need to ‘park’ the car on entry, just focus on getting a good solid run out of this corner. 
Pick up the throttle when you know you won’t have to lift off the gas at exit.  
 
The exit of Turn 15 and Turns 16 & 17 will vary greatly depending on the weekend and 
how the cones draw the perimeters of the track. If the cones are placed in a big arc or 
have been moved out of the way, then these corners can be taken at full throttle. If the 
cones clearly define the three distinct corners, finding the correct line becomes 
crucial. However the layout of this last segment, be sure to pick a line that enables you 
to be at full throttle the soonest and be able to maintain it without lifting onto the front 
straight. 
 
Tip of the day: 
While getting to throttle as soon as possible is important, often faster lap times can be 
turned by actually getting to the throttle later. It is easy to get impatient and want to 
pick up throttle too early but this can actually hurt you. Going to power transfers weight 
to the rear of the car and takes away grip from the front tires. If you still have a lot of 
turning to do, picking up the throttle too early will cause understeer and often will 
require a lift off the throttle at track-out to keep the car on the track. In this case, going 
to power that early didn’t accomplish anything because you had to lift at track-out. 
 


